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PhonePe Vision statement 

 
The PhonePe vision is to build a large, scalable and open transaction ecosystem that creates 
maximum positive impact for all stakeholders in the ecosystem. 
 

Current company Goals 

 
PhonePe being a growing ecosystem has multiple goals - 

1. Increase user base 
2. Retain existing users 
3. Drive UPI transactions in India 
4. Provide a single platform for payments and discovering new products online 

 
In this project, we are focusing on retaining existing users. 
 

Intro & Goal  

 
The goal here is to reduce the churn rate which in this case is defined as the number of users who 
have stopped using the app. This includes people who have uninstalled the app and also the users 
who do not have a bank account linked with the app.  
 
We will look into the possible reasons as to why a user would choose to leave the platform and 
then go into solutions to reduce the number of users who leave. 

 



 

Problem  

 
The problem to be solved is reducing the number of people who are leaving the platform or 
stopped using the app. This includes two categories of users.  

1. Users who have uninstalled the app  
2. Users who do not have a bank account linked with the app.  

 

Users and Metrics  

The users considered here are in two categories. Uninstalled users and no linked bank account 
users as said in the problem statement. The subsequent metrics that we can look into to test the 
success of the potential solutions are - 

1. Number of users who have a bank account linked to their PhonePe account. 
2. Number of users who have uninstalled the app. 

 

Why this problem? 

 
1. PhonePe is at a stage where building and maintaining a customer base is very important to 

the company, unlike competitors like Paytm who have already established a large customer 
base.  

2. The rising competition in the market of digital payment services  
3. It is important for PhonePe to focus on both acquiring new users and reducing the amount 

of users who leave. 
4. The problem aligns with the current company goal of expanding user base. 

 

Why do people leave the platform? 

 
1. Wasn’t suited to their preferences. 
2. Found a better alternative. 
3. Lost trust in online payments due to news and articles about fraud. 
4. Online payments are hard to manage if users are not used to it. 
5. Popular word of other competitors 
6. Too much hassle to open the app and type in everything 



 

Understanding Pain points/reasons for churn 

1. User preferences not satisfied 

 
PhonePe app majorly works with UPI payments and gives a relatively good service for UPI payment 
users, but every user has their own preferences and needs, which could be a reason for a user to 
leave the app. 
Recently, we also launched the digital wallet service which might help reduce the churn due to this 
reason. 
 

2. Migrating to a competitor 

 
There are many competitors in the digital payments market but the main competitors of PhonePe 
are Paytm and GooglePay.  
 

1. Paytm is an older and more established platform with a large customer base. It is majorly 
used as a digital wallet service and not for its UPI service. It also provides many services 
like ticket booking, online shopping etc. 

2. GooglePay also provides a service similar to PhonePe. A well known brand name provides 
better trust among users and since it holds a similar share in UPI payments, it is the main 
competitor here. 

 
Therefore, the main competitor for PhonePe is GooglePay. Among the users migrating to other 
platforms, most of them consist of users migrating to GooglePay for UPI or Paytm for other 
services. 
 

3. Losing trust in online payments 

 
Digital payments are still something that people are not completely comfortable with. There are 
many cases of fraud and other malicious activities on the news and online articles almost everyday 
which can make a user question the payments that they perform on PhonePe.  
 
This can further lead to users stopping all their digital payments which can be another reason for 
users leaving our platform. 
 



 

4. Hard to manage expenses 

 
This is a problem for users who are new to digital payments. It is hard for them to manage their 
expenses especially minor ones on a daily basis.  
When a person pays with cash, it makes them realize how much they are spending on the particular 
item, making them conscious of the spending and thus help manage their expenses without 
overspending. On the other hand, this consciousness of how much is spent is not clear when 
paying digitally. 
 
There are a few questions that come up here - 

1. Is it the case for all kinds of digital payments? 
If we look into digital wallets, the user puts money in their wallet from their bank account 
which makes it easy to comprehend how much they are spending. In case of UPI, the 
payments are easy, fast and directly from the bank account which makes it hard to 
comprehend before it's too late. 

2. Wouldn’t solving this reduce the number of payments via PhonePe? 
Right now, our goal is to expand our user base and this could be one thing which would 
help in achieving the goal. The reduction in payments would not be very significant but the 
user trust built on this would benefit the company. 
 

5. Sometimes it’s easier to use cash than using digital payments 

 
In some cases, it might just be easier to just use cash rather than opening up the app and type in 
everything. This might be the case when the user is in a hurry and opening the app, searching the 
contact, typing in everything might be too much hassle. In such a case, it is easier to just take some 
cash out of the pocket and hand it over to the other person. 
 

Potential Solutions 

1. Get feedback 

 
It is important to get feedback from users to improve the product. While PhonePe already gets 
feedback from a lot of sources, there are some that can be added especially for users who leave the 
app.  
 



 

1. Short feedback 

 
When -  

● No bank account linked to their app two days after install. 
● The user uninstalled the app.  

How -  
● A notification with a small objective question of “Are you facing some problem 

while linking your bank account?” would make it easier to understand the reason 
behind the user not linking their account. 

● The same can be done by adding a microcopy to the bank accounts page. When 
there are no bank accounts linked, the screen just shows an icon and text saying 
“Add & transact directly from your bank account”. A small microcopy below this 
would also catch user attention. 

● Another way to get short feedback is when a user uninstalls the app. This would not 
be as important as the first one because uninstalling means the user has already 
given up and would not be as interested in giving feedback. However, asking a 
simple question that doesn’t take more than 30 seconds would still be useful. 

 

 
 
 
 
 



 

2. Long feedback 

 
When -  

● Followed after the short feedback. 
How - 

● This would be kept as optional because customers normally don’t have time to fill 
out long feedback especially when they are not using the product. 

● Users will be directed to a webpage if they choose to give long feedback. 
● On the webpage, they will have an option to either talk to customer service or just 

give feedback. 
 
 

2. Assure user of the security 

 
For a user to use our product, there needs to be trust between a user and the company. This is 
especially important when it comes to finances. To do this, the user needs to be informed about 
the security that PhonePe offers. There are various ways to achieve this. 
 

1. Microcopy 

When -  
● Login into the app window 
● At the money receiving window 
● UPI transactions 

What to show - 
● Certain messages regarding dos and don’ts of using PhonePe can be shown at the 

bottom of the app login window. 
● The messages that were displayed on the welcome screen of the app can also be 

used for this purpose. 
● “UPI pin is not required when receiving money” can be shown at the money 

receiving window. 
● Similar text like “Your transactions are secured by MPIN” can be displayed at the 

UPI transaction window. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

2. Pop Ups or notifications 

When -  
● Depending on the activity of the user 
● If a user actively makes transactions, send notifications regularly. 
● If a user doesn’t use the app regularly, send notifications once in 3 days. 

What to send - 
● The notifications would be regarding security.  
● Send one of the dos and don’ts to prevent fraud. 
● Users will have an option to turn these notifications off in their profile settings. 

 

3. Marketing Campaigns 
Marketing campaigns aimed at digital payment security would give a certain satisfaction to 
the users when they start using the app. 
 

● Launch marketing campaigns on digital payment security.  
● Educate consumers on what should be done and what to avoid in order to stay safe 

from online fraud.  
● This would make people who had stopped using the app, start using the app 
● It would also help in bringing new users. 

 
 

3. Expenditure managing 

 
To avoid losing users due to managing expense problems, we can provide users a platform where 
they can manage their expenditure easily just as they would manage their cash transactions. There 
are multiple components to consider here. 
 

1. Expenditure manager 

To help users manage their expenditure more efficiently, we can offer a expenditure 
manager which would contain some statistics of their transactions and expenses and users 
would be able to manage things without overspending. 
 

 
 



 

What is it? 
● This would be a separate window on the application, which would replace the 

current history window. 
● This window would contain all the expenditure statistics that will help users track 

how much money they are spending. The exact statistics are discussed further in 
the document. 

● The users would also have an option to show their statistics at the top of the home 
page. 

● In case a user has multiple bank accounts, their transactions shown here would 
include all transactions from all accounts, similar to the history feature. 

● The user would also be able to filter bank accounts in this menu. 
 

2. Expenditure statistics 

 
● It would contain a list of your past transactions through your bank account similar 

to the current history window. 
● A graph and some statistics comparing your daily and monthly expenditure to your 

past days and months respectively. 
● It would also show certain figures showing percentage and Rupee increase in 

expenditure.  
● A microcopy saying to “reduce expenses” or just saying “good job” based on your 

current performance. 
 
 

4. Faster transactions 

 
There are a few things that we can learn from competitors and make our product better. There are 
a few methods that we can use to make payments through PhonePe faster and hassle free.  
 

1. Using Audio QR technology 

 
What is it? 

● Audio QR is similar to normal QR code but instead of visual codes it uses audio 
instead. 

● When the two devices are close to each other, the sender transmits an ultrasound 
through the speaker which the other device reads and verifies the sender. 



 

 
● It takes around 5-10 seconds for both devices to get connected. This takes you to 

the payment page where you can pay using UPI. 
 

Advantages 
● Introducing this feature would give users a better and faster way to transfer money, 

similar to handing over cash to someone. 
● This would also limit the number of users who move to other platforms for such 

services. 
 

Problems 
● In a place like India, it is hard to find a quiet market. So, paying a merchant at a 

market would be very difficult for the user. 
● This is very similar to normal QR code and in a market environment with multiple 

paying customers, this method would not work, whereas normal QR code would 
work fine. 

● This is a technology that is more suitable for personal transactions rather than 
business ones 

 

2. Using NFC technology 

 
What is it? 

● The Near-Field Communication technology is very similar to audio QR.  
● It can connect to a device within four inches, but it doesn’t use audio which makes 

it easier to use in noisy environments.  
 

Advantages 
● This is very similar to audio QR in usage, so it would be a similar experience to the 

user. 
● Since it doesn’t work with audio, noisy environments won’t be a problem. 
● This would also limit users who move to other platforms for similar services. 

 
Problems 

● Again, it can only connect to one device at a time, so using it in a business setting 
would make things slower. It is more suited towards personal transactions. 

 



 

Analyzing & Prioritizing solutions 

 
Analyze the solutions on the basis of impact, cost/effort and relevance. Before scoring each 
solution, here are the descriptions of these criteria. 
 

1. Criteria considered for prioritization 

 
Impact  

● Breadth of impact: Extent of users being impacted. 
● Depth of impact: Extent of improvement in goals. 

 
Effort 

● Resources: Amount of resources (time, cost, HR) required. 
● Complexity: How complex the problem is and how much expertise is required to 

solve it. 
 

Relevance 
● Is it relevant to the current company goals? 
● For the goal we are focusing on - it should be relevant 
● For the goals we are not focusing on - it should not be damaging 

 

2. Prioritizing solutions 

 
Scores: 1 - low; 2 - medium; 3 - high 
Total: [ ( Impact = Breadth * Depth) * ( relevance ) / ( Effort = Resources * Complexity ) ] 

 

Solution  Impact  Effort  Relevance  Total 

Get feedback  2*2 1*2 2 4 

Assure user of 
the security 

3*3 3*2 3 4.5 

Expenditure 
managing 

2*3 3*2 3 3 

Faster 
transactions 

2*2 2*3 1 0.7 



 

 

Summary & Plan of action  

 
I explored four solutions to decrease the customer churn for PhonePe.  
 

● Getting feedback from the users during different stages of the journey and implementing it 
to motivate users to fill it. The effort required is low but the impact would only be on 
selected users. 

● Assuring users of the security that PhonePe offers using technical changes, like microcopies 
in the app and notifications, and marketing campaigns focused on security. The effort 
required would be less on technical but more on the marketing side. The impact would be 
high since almost all users are impacted. 

● Provide users a platform where they can manage their expenses. This includes a separate 
managing section in the app and certain important sections in the homepage of the app. 
Many individual users will be impacted but the effort required is high. This might be 
something that can be looked into in the future. 

● Provide the user with faster transaction options. Introducing new technologies in the app to 
make device recognition faster and easier, thus reducing hassle for the user during small 
payments. The impact would not be as high with this as only selected users are targeted 
similar to the first solution and effort and complexity is high. 

 
The current plan of action should be to follow the second solution and increase the awareness 
about security to assure the user that the app is safe to use. This will require the efforts of the 
technical side to include security information in the app in the form of microcopy, notifications, etc. 
and also from the marketing side to spread awareness through campaigns. 
 
 
------------------ 


